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Established 1961 

The patient has the right to find someone to listen 
to him, as the human being is not a deaf machine, 
or his spare parts can be replaced to restart 

working again. The human being is a mix of three ele-
ments - body, soul and nafs. The soul’s nature is known 
only to my Lord, as Allah Almighty said: “They ask you 
O Prophet about the spirit. Say its nature is known only 
to my Lord, and you O humanity have been given but 
little knowledge”. (17:85). 

If the soul (spirit) is as such, then the body and nafs 
are the creation of Allah Almighty, and he made them 
understandable by the human being. The doctor, 
regardless of his specialty, is not responsible for the 
patient’s body only, otherwise he will find himself deal-
ing with one third of the human being, and will not get 
the outstanding grade regardless of how skilled he is. 

The successful doctor is one who deals with what 
went bad and mend it, and what goes sick and remedy it, 
and in the case of the human being, only the body gets 
sick and tired. “And by the soul and the one who fash-
ioned it, (91:7), then with the knowledge of right and 
wrong inspired it! (91:8). Successful indeed is the one 
who purifies their soul (91:9) and doomed is the one 
who corrupts it! (91:10). 

That is why the elders of medicine were keen on lis-
tening to the patient, and they made the patient’s com-
plaint the most important and first step taken by the 
doctor when he meets his patient for the first time, as 
listening to him does not only mean taking the history of 
his illness; rather it is to take his time to understand the 
complaint and its complications, so the doctor can 
understand the psychological links of the illness, then 
move to examine the body, and get into it with laborato-
ry tests and X-rays to reach the final decision. Many are 
patients whose problem is in their minds, and if the doc-
tor was not listening carefully, diagnosis would be 
wrong and may lead to unpleasant results. 

Today, we see some doctors, with regret, surround-
ing the patient’s body from all sides with tests and X-ray 
dates, and you find patients roaming in hospital depart-
ments. There are blood analyses and x-rays, and the 
patient may reach a point of tests that invade his body 
or cut part of him. At the end, the problem may be dis-
covered, and this journey of torture may end with a psy-
chological problem, which if the doctor picked up from 
the start, he would have saved the patient and health 
services much exhaustion, effort and loss. 

My dear doctors, all of you know that psychology 
has a direct effect on our bodies, a positive effect that 
makes the body stronger and more beautiful and a neg-
ative effect that may paralyze the body, exhaust it, and 
may cause pain that medicines will not have effect on. 
And if it was not for Allah Almighty’s mercy, and for Him 
to remove the nafs from us when we go to sleep, many 
of us would not get rest even during sleeping.  

“Allah, who calls back the souls of people upon their 
death as well as the souls of the living during their sleep. 
Then he keeps those for whom he has ordained death, 
and releases the others until their appointed time. Surely 
in this are signs for people who reflect. (39:42) 

For that the nafs must be given what it deserves. It is 
a must to hear from the patient and listen to him patient-
ly in a calm atmosphere, because he comes to the doc-
tor to complain about his illness, so let us listen to him, 
as many are the problems that were solved by listening, 
and many are the patients whose suffering lasted long 
because they did not find one who listens to them. 

In 2019, there was one person out of eight, or 970 
million persons around the world, suffering from psy-
chological disorders, with anxiety and depression the 
most prominent among others (report by WHO). The 
comprehensive work plan for psychological health 
2013-2030 issued by WHO recognized the importance 
of the role of psychological health in bringing health to 
all people. 

Psychological health, despite its importance, does 
not get full interest by all doctors, and there are some of 
those who make a medical decision not understanding 
the importance of taking interest in psychological health 
in every site of treatment and not limit it to one hospital. 
There must be in every clinic and in every ward a coun-
seling room to listen to and discuss with the patient. This 
is the true medicine - its core is the human being and its 
end is the human being, in his body and soul.
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KUWAIT: The Kuwait i  army and Kuwait 
National Guard (KNG) co-launched on Monday 
the “Pearl of the West 2022” drills, which will last 
until December 7 in cooperation with the French 
forces. The exercise aims to unify the joint com-
mand system and coordinate efforts in order to 
reach a correct understanding of the planning 
and implementation of joint operations, the 
General Staff of the Kuwaiti Army said in a press 
statement.  

It also aims to enhance the concept of exchang-
ing experiences and improving the level of perform-
ance and combat readiness of the participating 
forces. It’s important to have a joint cooperation 
between the Kuwaiti and French forces through 
group training to ensure the level of performance 
and achieve desired goals to raise the combat effi-
ciency of the armed forces, according to the state-
ment. The exercise (Pearl of the West 2022) will wit-
ness some shootings with live ammunition in the 
shooting ranges complex.  

Joint military training  
The security developments in the region require 

upgrading training amongst the Arab armies to raise 
their preparedness and combat ability, said Chief of 
Kuwait Military Education Authority of Ministry of 
Defense Major-General Fahad Al-Turaiji. Al-Turaiji 
made the statement to KUNA on Sunday on the 
sidelines of the 26th symposium of chiefs of military 
training authorities of the Arab countries being held 
at the Arab League’s Secretariat. The chiefs will 
approve a comprehensive study on the best meth-
ods to plan and carry out the joint Arab training 
with a unified strategy, said Al-Turaiji, who is lead-
ing the Kuwaiti delegation to the symposium.  

As soon as the study is approved, all Arab armies 
will benefit from it and implement its content during 
military trainings and exercises in a way that 
includes consensus on unifying the methods of com-
mon training, Al-Turaiji elaborated. This will facilitate 
implementing any common future military operations 
among the Arab armies, he pointed out. The Arab 

peace and security council and the military adminis-
tration organize annual symposiums for chiefs of the 
Arab training authorities to prepare comprehensive 
studies, with the aim of raising combat readiness and 
defense integration, he stated. —KUNA

Top officer calls for upgrading joint Arab military training

Kuwaiti army, KNG conduct  
Pearl of the West 2022 drills

Chief of Kuwait Military Education Authority of MOD Major-
General Fahad Al-Turaiji.

Kuwait FM  
receives heads of  
diplomatic missions 

 
KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Foreign Minister Sheikh Salem 
Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and his wife Sheikha Rima 
Al-Sabah received Sunday heads of diplomatic mis-
sions and international organizations based in Kuwait. 
During the reception held at the ministry on occasion 
of taking the post, Sheikh Salem Abdullah lauded the 
deep-rooted bonds between Kuwait and all interna-
tional organizations accredited in Kuwait.  

He expressed pride for Kuwait’s foreign policy 
and its goals aiming to build bridges with all coun-
tries all over the world, in establishment of the 
principles of Kuwait’s diplomacy based on neu-
trality, and backing communication and humanity 
amongst the world’s countries. The minister wel-
comed Dean of the Diplomatic Corps and 
Tajikistan Ambassador to Kuwait Zubaydullo 
Zubaydzoda, and conveyed the greetings and 
wishes of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-

Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, His Highness the 
Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber 
Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister 
Sheikh Ahmad Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah.  

Meanwhile, Zubaydzoda delivered a speech, on 
behalf of the diplomatic missions, and offered 
congratulations to Sheikh Salem Abdullah on his 
new post. The minister recalled the positive 
imprint of Kuwait’s foreign policy and its presti-

gious status that made it a center of humanitarian 
acts, a hub for international and regional confer-
ences, and a haven for the resolving of conflicts 
and reconciliation across the globe. He said all 
diplomatic missions present in Kuwait look for-
ward to work and make further efforts to achieve 
common interests with Kuwait. He also prayed to 
Allah Almighty to help the minister in his new mis-
sion, under the wise political leadership.  —KUNA

Kuwait FM receives heads of diplomatic missions, int’l 
organizations. —KUNA photos

Kuwait’s Foreign Minister Sheikh Salem Abdullah Al-Jaber 
Al-Sabah and his wife Sheikha Rima Al-Sabah.

MoH, MoE in  
health awareness 
campaign  

 
KUWAIT: The Patients Helping Fund Association contin-
ued its activities within its national health awareness project 
in schools (My School Rises with My Health) for the fifth 
year in a row in cooperation with several departments of 
the Health Ministry and the Education Ministry in various 
educational regions. 

The director of the Social Development Department at the 
PHFA, Jassem Al-Rubaye, confirmed that the association 
ensures its effective role in spreading health awareness among 
all segments of society in line with the vision of New Kuwait 
2035 - one of the most important of which is the promotion of 
healthy lifestyles to improve the quality of life of citizens. 

Al-Rubaye revealed a number of activities and events that 

the association will hold - including a series of awareness lec-
tures such as: (1) Obesity prevention lectures especially since 
Kuwait, ranks tenth in the world and first in the Arab countries 
and the Arabian Gulf with more than 40% of the Kuwaiti 
population suffers from obesity. (2) Personal Hygiene and 
Preventing Infections as constant washing is one of the most 
important ways to prevent viral diseases in our modern era. 

(3) Lectures on misuse of social media and digital devices. 
(4) Lectures on physical activity and public health as wrong 
behaviors is the main and quick entrance to infecting mem-
bers of society with diseases, and one of the most important 
of these behaviors is lethargy and lack of exercise. (5) Mental 
health lectures. 

Moreover, further subjects will be discussed such as, the 
dangers of smoking, addictive behavior, first aid, dangers of 
energy drinks among others. During the month of 
November, a total of 35 lectures have been executed in all 
governorates for different school level. Al-Rubaye ended by 
thanking the health and education ministries as well as its 
different departments for participating in the project and 
distributing awareness.


